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5 February 1981 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE RECORD 

SUBJECT: Meeting with Secretary Haig, 5 Feb 81 

In the course of briefing Secretary Haig this morning, he made severa1 
points that he asked me to bring to the DCI's attention. They seemed to be 
triggered both by the current inte11igence I showed him and by the agenda of 
tomorrow's NSC meeting.
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SEGRET . - 

Supplementary Talking Points 

Political Situation 

A. Central committee and parliament sessions and Supreme 
Court decision on farmers union, all next week, will 
provide indicators of results of leadership debate on 
moderate policies, particularly whether to use force. 

-- Moderates win: political continuation of existing 
pattern of alternating periods of tension or crisis 
and short periods of relative calm until Soviet 
patience runs out. 

-- Hardliners win: eventual Polish use of force likely to 
provoke general strike and possibly uncontainable violence. 

B. Soviets pressing Kania; may be considering pushing for his 
replacement. Want a clear line to emerge from next week's decisions. 

-- Barring large scale breakdown of order, Soviets probably 
do not want to intervene before Party Congress (23 February - 4 March) 

-- After Congress, maneuvering room broadens; still rather the 
Poles take coercive measures themselves. - 

Military Situation 

A. Soviet forces opposite Poland have achieved a level of 
military preparedness that will permit them to react to 
events in Poland with speed and flexibility. 

(b)(1) 
(b)(3) 

D. we continue to believe that if the Soviets decide to intervene 
in Poland with a force of some two dozen divisions, they probably 
would take one to two weeks to prepare. 

§£G-R'E’l' 
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If the Soviets decide to intervene with only a few divisions, 
preparations could be accomplished in two to three days. 

Situation 

In 1980, national income declined by 4 percent, agricultural 
production by l2 percent, industrial production stagnated. 
Hard currency debt stands at about $25 billion; the debt 
service about 100 percent. 

Outlook in 8l for the growth of national income, industry 
and agriculture is again bleak. 

Larger trade deficits expected to improve the supply of food 
and assure supplies of vital raw materials. 
—- $l2 to $l3 billion needed to cover repayment of principal 

and interest and cover the current account deficit, 
exclusive of interest. 

—- will require large scale aid from East and west: not only 
debt relief but new funds. 

-- Negotiations underway to obtain debt relief from western 
banks and governments; moving slowly. 

-- Unless substantial aid forthcoming quickly, Poland could 
default within the next few months. 

_ 3 _ 
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THE DIRECTOR OF CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE 
WASHINGTON, D. C. 20505 

National Intelligence Officers 
5 February 1981 

MEMORANDUM FOR: Director of Centra1 Inte11i ence 

VIA : Bruce C. C1arke, Jr. 
Deputy Director, Nationaw 

' Assessment 

FROM : Robert M. Gates 
Nationa1 Inte11igence Officer for USSR-EE 

SUBJECT : NSC on Po1and 

1. We understand from the NSC staff that Dick A11en wi11 open the 
discussion on Po1and with a briefing on the current situation and 
severa1 of the key judgments of the SNIE pub1ished 1ast Monday 
(at Tab A). The ta1king points at Tab B wou1d supp1ement what we 
understand A11en wi11 be presenting, shou1d you be asked or wish 
to comment. 

2. Secretary Haig wi11 then summarize the status of the 
Interagency Group's work on contingency measures against the USSR 
shou1d they invade Po1and, as we11 as the status of consu1tations 
with the A11ies on such measures. The Secretary has approved the 
memorandum at Tab C which reviews the po1itica1 and.economic measures 
a1ready under consideration and it presumab1y wi11 serve as the basis 
for his briefing. In this connection, the paper you requested on 
Western economic Teverage is at Tab D. As you are probab1y aware, 
there is some interest at the upper 1eve1s of State and Defense in 
the development of more far-reaching economic measures than yet 
identified shou1d the Soviets intervene. The British 1ist of 
economic measures may be discussed; it is at Tab E. 

3. I recommend you read the SNIE (if you have not) and
' 

Secretary Haig's memorandum, as background for Friday's meeting. 
The salient points in each are underscored. 

4. Fina11y, in the discussion of possib1e contingency measures, 
you may want to point out that to the extent p1anned sanctions are 
se1ective and kept under wraps, their deterrent effect is significant1y 
diminished. Maximum deterrence wou1d resu1t from comprehensive, 
far-reaching measures, agreed by the A11ies, and we11—pub1icized 
in advance (an approach the A11ies probably wou1d not countenance). 

1] P 
_ f h_ gEs%VGTéVEFCL EY SIGNER or ions o is_ _ E E N EB8 

Qgmggandum are CTass1f1ed JHQHHFF Derived from Mu1tip1e 
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SEGRET' 
NFAC #586-81 
5 February 1981 

SUBJECT: NSC on Poland 

Aiso, the NSC shouid know that the Soviets aimost certainiy beiieve 
that any sanctions would iast no more than a year or two and that 
there wou1d be at least some ioophoies -- a view reinforced by their 
experience after the invasion of Czechosiovakia and with the post- 
Afghanistan sanctions. This assessment is in fact probabiy reaiistic 
and wi11 weaken the impact of any pianned sanctions as a deterrent. 

Ro ert M. G es 

Attachments: 
As Stated 

- 2 _ 
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SECRET/SENSITIVE
C 
BUR TO: The Secretary 
S/S 
S/s_I THROUGH: P - Mr. Tic-wsom 

A 
Discusslon 

-___: -‘ At Tab A & B 

PROM: EUR - George S. Vest 
SUBJECT: Polish Contingency Planning: Allied Consultations 

Issue 

Approval of contingency political and economic measures to be decided by NATO Foreign Ministers in the event of Soviet intervention in Poland. 
O I 

- 
. . 

Es are lists of political and e r m as“ es W lsh Cepldjes Le&en_in_§m:4mauu;JuL£nziet intervention in Polaqg, 
The list ofjolitical measures ‘Tab AL was forwarded to capitals py NATQ_permreps on Deggmpgg lg, Ln the_g1e¢L of a Soviet intervention, NATO ministers are to meg; in _$me§genqy session and oecide vale; qggs ;;;_g9 he lmp emented lfl the 11 7]i’!7CVw,Of th_M_a_ct:ual oircumsta3_gg§_g§ Soviet BC . _u__ 

_ 
~_~A_’__‘ *_‘,_»_ __n' ,f i 1- ¢- -4 subsequently discussed_with the Bxitishj French and Germans with relevant comments indicated in indented paragraphs. 

Tlge list of economic measures {Tap B} aye ‘mg of ad referendum work amonq the F93; fist of .ossib1e economic measures submitted by mg British goflowing the December NATO ministerial. mxzalnmdy agreed that we can contmue discussing this list with the Four. A h ' 

- ~ ' t t e January 30 lQL£LQQ£fln2Jfl1LL&Q_QB_£9lflnfi chaired by David Newsom there wg§_gnQnimQQ§_gg;eemggg that this Admini51zaL1on_5honld_enda:se_:his_ea:liez 
- contlnqency p1anniQg_as a basis fq; further ellied _gQg§Ql;§tion anq_for evegtggl action by NATO miniiifiis in the evenL of Soviet intervention. We 
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§ECRET/SENSITIVE i_______________ 
...2.. 

would like to be in a pusition to have Walt Stoesgg; ggnygy this to the British, French and German Ambassadors when he m§§f§iWTfh fhem on February §; Eariy next week Bob Hormats and Mihe Rashish will be discussing the economic program with economic Cabinet members not involved in David Newsom‘s meeting. 

Recommendation ______________ 
That, assuming that the talks with the economic agencies go we1l,_%ou authorize us to inform the British, French agg Germans t at the new Administration endorses the_go1itica1 and economic CQnE§n_ency pTanning_w51ch has qone on to date on Foiand as a*bas*1'§9?o:-2 furthe; consultations and action in Ehe event of fiovfét intervention. we may also subsequently wish to inform other allies, but that deoends uoon the tactics we work out with the British, French and_Ge:mans. 
Approve 

3! Disapprove _ :~*‘ ft" 

Attachments:
. 

‘ Tab A List of Political Measures Tab B List of Economic Measures ‘ 

Drafted:EUR:RL;S%ry/msp 1/30/81: Ext 215 2 
C1earance:BB:EJohnst0n5:57’ 
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PO$5ib1c Political Measures 

Since December 23, 1980 discussions in the gljiaqgg, in smaller 
groups, and bilaterally have drawn on the list ci;gg;g5gQ_gy 

Stafi and wbieb E519 Es§.mBs.Ps_es.r.es§. should form the essential elements for a menu to be studied 
further in capitals and then decided by Foreign Ministers at an 
€m2L9£nQ1_Mini§;g;ja1 following soon after any intervention. 

, 

Wording of and the numbering of measures below follows the form 
D 

in that NATO document. rlndented comments reflect the 
‘conclusions on meetings of the Washington group fthe French, 
§£é£QsLs!uL£mumen_&mbe§=niQL§ alas the Ends! secretes! of 
§_ta.te Le: bffai==1- 

- . 0 ‘ 

' my-Y ' 

_ __. .._..-
_ 

1 
'/\\ ' 

_1. Hake Erotest demarches where and as appropriate. 
2. Call for emerqency UN Security Council Meeting and, if P‘ appropriate, a meeting of the General Assembly. 

This measure has been discussed among Allied UN 
PermReps in New York. 

’ ‘3. Conduct intensive campaign of gublic condemnatigp 
‘4. _Rqga11 Ambassadors frcm_gg§ggg_and, perhaps other Warsaw 
Pact capitals for consultations. 

From Moscow - 

A) Ambassadors should be recalled at as close to the same time as possible so that a signal of unity is preserved and it does not.appear that any Allies are dragging their feet
4 

/-\
i 
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“R fin-1-kw. L, »-an ~ 
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/ssnsrrzvs ,fl2- 
B) Make clear that they are recalled for consultations 
rather than as a permanent measure. 

C) Before they are sent back to Moscow there should be 
consultations among the interested countries so that 
the return does not signal disarray. 

From Other Warsaw Pact Capitals 
A) As with other measures involving the other Eastern 
_E.u.:.s22.s.an.§; irwludinq the GDR, 
yill depend upon the actual nature of the governments‘ 
garticigation. (It is understood that the FRG has 
special interests where the GDR is concerned.) 

From Warsaw ' 

‘ M If 
—_ _ _,___ for 

j 

17é<—*—' '. consultations. ' 

"=.~=-' lZ'-.=r—.~}.—_;___ -
' 

s ' 

,.<i\s“v;'F-....-_-__- .,
~ 

B) If the_5§n;§ qovernment surviggs and its role in 
the iggggygggiog is unclear then the question of 
gggallnwgulg gggd Q9 be stpdieg £ugggg5 in the light 
of all the facts. 

_ 
.

' 

C) If the_yoljsh Government joins the ggoglg in resistinq then Ambassadors should probably qgg he 
'§ecalled since the Poles will need western moral 
support and because Ambassadors could be vital in 
helping with refugee needs. 

5._§Q§gggg participation in the CSCE Madrid meeting following 
condemnation of Soviet actions on the basis of the Helsinki 
Final Act. ' 

Further consultation is required to agree upon a 
scenario that would make clear that the NATO Allies 
left the Madrid meeting because of a most serious 
Soviet violation of the Final Act and that a 
resumption of these talks would require actions by the 
Soviet Union to restore confidence. 

' SEC'R.F.'r/SENSITIVE 
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In addition to making clear that the Soviets are to blame, the Allies should reaffirm their support for the Helsinki Final Act, the continuation oi the CSCE process, and try to make it possible for the neutrals to support our position. 
6. Suspend participation in arms control ano aisarmament negotiations such as MBFR, CTB, CD, CDE. 

' 

(See Note under 87)
. 

7. Review with the United states SALT and LRINE negotiations. 
The.Erench_unsition uas that ail-e£.ths.ab¢ve sheul¢,A be suspended gguglly because the Soviets woulé have shown they were not trustworthy partners. Nonetheless, for any talks that were not agtuglly in " ssssionl_tha_£rensh eould asses that thsxewovld not nggg gg pg figgmally bggkgn off so long as there was ~ Western agreement not to resume them while the PolishI ii " “ 

_: problem continued.~ ~"'" f)1 The German Ambassador stressed that his government would not want to have suspended CTBL SALT or LRTNF. 
The US suggested that the record show that there had been no consensus reqarding the public suspension ot the fellowins arms central nssotiationsi_h££Bi_5ALI. cgs egg gun. 
It was agreed that further work was required on these measures, and it was noteo that the new US administration is presently reviewing these issues. 

B. Impose addiLiQnal_res1tictions_on_snuiet, and possibly other Warsaw Pact Embassies, incluaing limits Qfl gggggl ang sggfig Q; aLl_ls2els- 
Needs further work on what agreed measures would be. 

9. fiuspenfl all g§gb§ggg§ 0; fl§qb—lgVel,ViSiC§ with Warsaw Pact States participating in the intervention. 
It was agreed that such a measure should be immgfii3j§1¥_1mQLgmgQ;gg and that consultations would be undertaken before any high-level visits were subsequently undertaken. '”\ 
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f‘ 10.>Suspend maior cultural, academiQL”8CientifiC and_athletic 1 &5gngggg5_and, if applicable. the execution oi cultural 1 agreements.
> 

F‘ In general there are yery serious problems with_ iormally announcing the non-implementation oi bilateral governmental agreements -- including in the cultural field. Z 

Perhaps a distinction can be drawn between those culture, art and sporting exhanges that can be stopped at little cost, and those in the educational and scientific fields that enhance Western influence in the East. 
Further refinement required. " 

ll. Urge like-minded and other_countries to emulate Allieé A 

' :1 - measures. . .. .. ' 
--¢_ - 

. -we-‘aw--g -. -~_.-~..a -- 
, .. 

It was agreed that it is very important to have nations like Japan, Australia, New Zealano, nnc Spain = take similar measures and that this required consultation -— WhlCh for now it was agreeo shoulo be bilateral. This topic is unaer active oiscussion at NATO .
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Possible Economic Measures --_----.-ava--was-Q 

1. All exgorts from our countries to the §gv;g; fining not covered hy existing contracts are embargoed. 
2- credit Qpaaranfleesr er ¢=edv'..t_ insuggggg shall be issued in support of trade with the Soviet Union. we further recommend that private banks exercise strong restraint in providing new financial facilities, loans and credits to the USSR. 
3. We will curtail, to the extent possigle under existing agreements, air, land, and sea transport services with the USSR, and Soviet £ishery_ in waters under our jurisdiction. 
4. We Q51; qggg QQ;”CO@panieS to take note of the new political situation in their ggmggggial dealings with the Soviet Union, and we ask them to establish no new commercial representation_in the Soviet Union. 
5. We will_g§am;ng, jointly and urgently. gossibilities for further restraints particularly on the transfer of advanced technology? 

_

2 

6. In addition, eggggmgg advisers shall continue to examine suggested Ln the British list and those raised in their previous discussions. »J 
7. The Question of whether to agply similar measures against other mengggs of the Warsa~ Fact will be considereg gg the ‘ 

Ulesardins the GER, it is understood that the FRG has special concerns.) How Poland itself will be treated would depend, inter alia, on whether the Polish Government invited in and cooperated with Soviet military activities. 
8. While not a post—intervention measure, the important Question of immediate economic assistance Zfor Poland, including debt relief, is'a1so on the aqenda as it relates to chances for deterring an intervention. ' 
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SUBJECT: Polish Contingency Planning: Allied Consultations 

Issue 

Approval of contingency political and economic measures to be decided by NATO Foreign--Ministers in the event of Soviet intervention in Poland. 
Discussion "' 

-“§ ;,; ~ I _At Tabs A i B_are lists of_po1itica1 and eqgggmig 
, 

- Masures W5T=h "==°v1d,lze taken in the 
_ intervention Po1aq_q_.
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would like to be in a pusition to have Walt Stoesggl ggnygg this to the British, French and German Ambassadors when_Qe r_r[é“ef§‘WT't‘fi ffiemjgn I-‘E1>rtl.__i‘ry 2‘ Eafiy nelit weer. Bob Hormats and Mike Rashish will be discussing the economic program with economic Cabinet members not involved in David Newsom‘s meeting. 
_ 4 

4

. . Recommendation ‘ 

That, assuming that the talks with the economic agencies - 

go well, _gou_aut.hurize us [tc_>rp,infor:m the .B_rit§sh, French and _ Germans ti at the new Administration endorses the._po1itica§ ' lanning/wfiichrhas one on to date 5n Po”1a?'?_asJa'basn for Further ”cons*q1.tati ons and a<;_ti>on_ in €Be""é§ve?:t of_Sovfe»t intervention. we may also‘-subseqiiently . wish to inform other allies, but that depends upon the tactics -- .. .-. we work out with the British, French and Germans. 
_ 

- 

_ Approve Disapprove 

Attachments : .

. 
' Tab A List of Political Measures Tab B List "of Economic, Measures ' 
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Possible Political Measu:es_. 

Since December 23, 1980 discussions in the Qlliance, in smaller groups, and bilaterally have drawn on the list cirqglg;g§_gy 
' should form the essential elements for a menu to be studied 

. further in capitals and then decided by Foreign Ministers at an 

. gmg;ggn;g_gigi§;g;1§1 gpllguigg soon after-any intervention. Wording of and the numbering of measures below follows the form ' 

in that NATO document. ,InfientEG comments reflect the _oonc1usions on meetings of the Washington-group ithe_Ftench, ggitish and getmgg 5mQg§sgfiq;s plgs tgg qpde: Seoreta;g_gg .' §;§;g §g;“Politipal Affairs). '

. 
? _;__;_: rs. -

' 

,_‘_._.. .._..-
_ 

€ “ "2 _1. Hake protest demarches where and as appropriate. -_ - 

“J kw » " 2. Call for_emerqency UN security Council Meetinq and, if ,'_ i iappropriate, a meeting of the General Assembly. 
.'

0 This measure has been discussed among Allied UN 
_= Permkeps in New York. 
f’ .' '3. Conduct intensive campaign of public condemnatigp 
i “"4. _Reca11 Ambassadors from gg§gg3;and, perhaps other Warsaw '- Pact capitals for consultations. ' 

From Moscow 1 

A) Ambassadors should be recalled at as close to the ' same time as possible so that a signal of unity is preserved and it does not.appear that any Allies are dragging their feet
. 

\l

I
I 

1"“i 

-.--,
' 

mu, ._ _._ - , . . ,_- 
________. _._.. N _ __ __ _ I 
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_ 
B) Make clear that they are recalled for consultations 
rather than as a permanent measure. 

C) Before they are sent back to Moscow there should be 
consultations among the interested countries so that 
the return does not signal disarray. 

From Other Warsaw Pact Capitals 
_ 

.

_ 

A)_g§ with other measures involving the other Eastern mmatana; including '-he “DR, \¢h.=.th.er_an_é__’ee.e..t9_a_<=L 
-quill depend upon the actual nature of the governments‘ 
participation. (It is understood that the FRG has 
special interests where the G93 is concerned.) 
Warsaw

i 

From -

I 
' 

' 
- - 

?“-—§———é- _' 
' '_'consu1tations. ' '

' 

' f\ B) If the_$an;§ qOvq;pmQnt surviggg and its role in 
- 

_ 

s the intervention is unclear then the question of recall-wgglg need QQ be gtgdigg ggggggg in the light 
of all the facts. . 

.

' 

.. C) If the Wins the PEQQZQ in 
, 

resistinq then Ambassadors shoulgegrgbaply not pe 
**»- 

A 

';eca11ed since the Poles will need western moral 
{,P_ 

' "support and because Ambassadors could be vital in 
'~ 

. helping with refugee needs. ' 

5.,§Q§ggn§ participation in the CSCE Madrid meeting following 
; 

~condemnation of soviet actions on the basis of the Helsinki 

~ - Further consultation is required to agree upon a 
' scenario that would make clear that the NATO Allies 
left the Madrid meeting because of a most serious 
Soviet violation of the Final Act and that a 
resumption of these talks would require actions by the 
Soviet Union to restore confidence.

I 
' SECRET/SENSITIVE
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..,. In addition to making clear that the Sowiets are to blame, the Allies should reaffiirm their support for the Helsinki Final Act, the continuation of the CSDE process, and try to make it possible for the neutrals to support our position. 
6 Suspendyparticipation in arms control ana disarmament negotiations such as MBFR, CTB, CD, CDE. A 

(See Note under I7) 
.

" 

7 Review with the United States SALT and LRSNF negotiations. 

1-. I-Q-Ql Q_ .. _~ 

The I'.r.sns.n_p.os4'_t;Qn uasinat ell es the_sb<=ve shwlo be s" Q Qgd ggugllg b tn ' ' 
us en ecause e Soviets would have shown they were not trustworthy partners. Nonetheless,-for any talks that were not actually in sg§siQn*_thg_£;gQgh_gouldiaggee that the1_would not need to he formally broken off so long as there was Western agreement not to resume them while the Polish problem continued.~ *-"' *

r 

The German Ambassador stressed that his government would not want to have suspended'CTB, SALT or LRIEQ, The US suggested that the record show that there had been no consensus reqardinq_the public suspension o§_ t e followi ms nt C25 QQQ IQE. 
It was agreed that further work was required on these measures, and it was noted that the new US administration is presently reviewing these issues. 

B Impose and possibly other Warsaw Pa¢= incluflinq lll_l:1eJ.8-
~ 

Needs further work on what agreed measures would be. 9 hiss-levels visors with Warsaw Pact States participating in the intervention. w 

It was agreed that such.a measure should be immgdia;g1g41mglgmgntgg and that consultations would be undertaken before any high-level visits were subsequently undertaken. 
. SECRET/SENSITIVE 
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l0.. _Suspend major cultural, academic, and athletic 

. @§ghgggg5_and, if applicable, the execution oi cultural agreements.
I 

In general there are very serious problems with Qormally annpuncing the non-implementation oi 
‘ bilateral qovernmental agreements -- including in the 

2 cultural field.
V 

Perhaps a distinction can be drawn between those culture, art and sporting exhanges that can be stopped at little cost, and those in the educational and scientific fields that enhance Western iniluence in the East. 
Further refinement required. 

, 

- - 

- ll. Urge like-minded and other countries to emulate gllieg ' ' measur . . .. .. A ' _.._ .‘_Z.. 
. 

eg 
:-"1". .__.;._:. ..i. __ . . 1

_ 

It was agreed that it is very important to have 
A 

nations like Japan, Australia, New Zealaaa, ano Spain ‘ take similar measures and that this required 
I 

/\ consultation -- which for now it was agzeeo shoulo be ‘ bilateral. This topic is unaer active discussion at NATO. _. 
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4-,- 
,- Possible Economic Measures 

1. All exports from our countries tq_;§gL§ggig;_flQigg_gg$ covered by existing contracts are embargoed. 
2- creditqvar-'m=@== ‘=1’ "edit. . Mp _ J _ insurange shall be issued in support of trade with the Soviet Union. we further recommend that private banks exercise strong restraint in providing new financial facilities, loans and credits to the USSR. 
3. We wil1_curtai1, to the extent pos§;Qlg_under existing agreements,_gir, land, and sea transport services with the USSR, and Soviet fisher¥_in waters under our jurisdiction. 
4. We gall gggg ggg companies to take note of the new political situation and,LQ_exercise_;e§t;aint,in their cgpmercial dealings with the Soviet Union, and we ask them to . _ - -‘ :- 

'_"', cif 7*‘. ‘E 
H 

1 1 O C 

*1.

\ 

establish no new commercial representation_in the Soviet Union. 
5. We wi1l_g;amigg, jointly and urgently, possibilities rot further restraints_particu1arly on the transfer of advanced technology. 

_ _ 

6. In addition, gggggmic advisers shall continue to examine _§11_Lhg_pQ§§ihjlj§ig§ suggested in the British lisg_and those raised in their previous discussions. ' ll 
7. The_guestion of whether to apply sinilar measures against other memoegs of the Warsa~ Pact will he considereg in the (Resardins the GDR, it is understood that the FRG has special concerns.) How Poland itself will be treated would depend, inter alia, on whether the Polish Government invited in and cooperated with Soviet military activities. 
8. While not a post—intervention measure, the important guestion of immediate economic assistance for Poland; incluoing debt relief, is'also on the qggnda as it relates to chances for deterring an intervention. ' 
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